A new universal noise-robust lossless compression algorithm based on a decremental redundancy approach with Fountain codes is proposed. The binary entropy code is harnessed to compress complex sources with the addition of a preprocessing system in this paper. Both the whole binary entropy range compression performance and the noise-robustness of an existing incremental redundancy Fountain code compression technique are exceeded. A new autocorrelation-based symbol length estimator, the Burrows-Wheeler block sorting transform (BWT) and Move-to-Front transformation (MTF) with a new entropy ordered MTF indices transformation reduces the binary entropy of a universal data source. The preprocessed input source is coded with a new modified incremental degree LT-code (Luby Transform) and a low-complexity decremental redundancy algorithm is used to compress the Fountain-coded source. The improved compression and robustness against transmission errors with our novel incremental degree puncturing decremental redundancy algorithm is shown. The universal (complex memory source) compression performance of the proposed system is shown to achieve appreciable compression.
INTRODUCTION
An integral part in the determination of the overall performance and usage efficiency in communication is source compression [1] . However, in wireless networks with residual channel noise and errors, the traditional data compression techniques, including Huffman [2] , LempelZiv [3] , Run-length, Tunstall [4] , arithmetic coding and entropy encoders that describe compressed data with variable-length symbols suffer from catastrophic error propagation for even single errors [5] [6] . Reducing the input block length of these compressors, to minimise the effect of error propagation, results in poorer compression. This paper extends the noise-robust binary entropy coder of our previous work in [7] , which uses error correction codes to diminish the effects of catastrophic error propagation. A preprocessing system is added to produce binary compressible data from a source with complex memory so that the compressor in [7] can be harnessed as a universal compressor.
Linear error correction codes can achieve a coding rate equal to the source entropy for asymptotically large discrete memoryless sources [8] . Non-universal attempts for compression of memoryless sources with linear codes This research was funded by the Sentech Chair in BWMC, UP, Lynnwood Road, 0002, Tshwane, South Africa. An earlier version of this paper was first published in IEEE WiMOB'08, Avignon, France, and with approval, this is an extended article. [9] [10] [11] performed poorly compared to traditional compression algorithms.
Sparse-graph low-density parity check (LDPC) block error correcting codes have been used for lossless compression of processed sources [12] [13] [14] [15] and lossy compression of binary symmetric sources [16] . The variable length coding rates supported by Fountain codes [17] lend itself toward a more natural compressor implementation than the fixed-rate LDPC codes, so the focus in this paper is on rateless Fountain codes.
Belief-propagation decoding (BP) and a priori loglikelihood ratio information can be used for decompression, and the incremental redundancy iterative CLID (Closed-loop iterative doping) algorithm can utilise the BP variable node reliability information to improve compression speed and ratio. A novel two-stage approach in conjunction with CLID was presented [17] to reach comparable performance to the LDPC compressor.
The possibility of using only LT-codes (Luby Transform) , which are patented [18] , and CLID is mentioned in [17] as an inferior technique (LT-CLID), as well as the use of a decremental-redundancy approach with an LT-code and systematic precode (Raptor code).
Rectangular puncturing matrix and adaptive successive rate refinement strategies are proposed [19] for decremental redundancy compression with forward error correcting codes. Turbo codes have been used for decremental redundancy source coding [1] , where encoded data were punctured sufficiently to produce compressed data that were losslessly decodable.
Universality is ensured with a new autocorrelation-based symbol length estimator (SLE), the Burrows-Wheeler block sorting transform (BWT) and Move-to-Front transformation (MTF) with a new entropy ordered MTF indices (EOI) transformation. The binary entropy of a universal source is reduced by exploiting higher order source entropy with a combination of these preprocessing techniques. The SLE improves the exploitation of source memory with the BWT and the proposed EOI after-MTF transform further reduces the binary entropy.
The decremental redundancy approach to compression with binary Fountain codes, originally proposed by us in [7] , is included to make this paper self-contained. The purpose of the decremental redundancy approach is to increase the robustness to transmission errors over that of the existing incremental redundancy closed-loop iterative doping (LT-CLID) algorithm [17] . The noise-robust decompression of corrupted compressed data should minimize the symbol error probability in the decompressed data.
The noise-robust lossless compression algorithm in [7] , which is based on a decremental redundancy approach with Fountain codes, is used for compressing binary memoryless sources. The whole binary entropy range compression performance and the noise-robustness of LT-CLID are again shown to be exceeded by the decremental redundancy approach.
It is shown that appreciable compression of the Calgary and Canterbury compression benchmark corpora [20] can be achieved with our universal compressor when it uses the proposed entropy coder. Section 2 explains the different algorithms and transforms involved and how they are combined to operate as a universal data compressor. Section 3 introduces the SLE for determining a suitable symbol length for a BWT on a binary represented source with unknown content. A new after-MTF transform, namely the EOI transform, is proposed in Section 4 for improving the overall compression. The use of Fountain codes in a decremental redundancy setting and the performance variations with a systematic precode, a constant input degree distribution and a low-complexity puncturing distribution are revisited in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6, the combined universal compression performance of the proposed scheme is evaluated against existing compressors and algorithms.
COMPRESSION SYSTEM OVERVIEW
A memoryless entropy coder can be used in a universal data compressor as shown in Fig. 1 , where the necessary preprocessing stages reduce the binary entropy of the input. As a universal data compressor this system processes a binary string input, with no a priori knowledge of the nature of the source, to give an approximately memoryless output, which is then segmentally compressed. The entropy of the input source is reduced for appreciable compression with the Fountain code and redundancy-varying algorithm. This study was limited to binary Fountain codes, and hence the binary entropy is reduced to increase the achievable compression. The BWT [21] is used to shift redundancy in the source memory to redundancy in the marginal distributions. An SLE determines a source symbol bit length, which will increase the exploitation of memory with the BWT. The MTF [22] reduces the binary entropy of the BWT output, whilst a one-dimensional EOI transformation further lowers the entropy of the MTF transform output.
Block
Compression is achieved through entropy encoding of the preprocessed source. A Fountain code in the form of a binary LT-code [23] is used to produce output symbols, in addition to a decremental redundancy algorithm to remove redundancy in the output, to produce the compressed data. The decompression involves the mapping of the compressed data to a reconstructed bipartite graph which is decoded with belief-propagation (BP). Lossless compression can be verified since decompression at the compressor is possible.
SYMBOL LENGTH ESTIMATION
The digital input source, for the universal compression application, can be primitively represented as a bit string. The BWT should receive a string of symbols that best reveal the memory present in the source. Most uncompressed real-world data sources are described with q -ary (non-binary) symbols, e.g. ASCII characters are 8 bit symbols.
The type of input data is not known a priori, so a mechanism is required to choose a suitable source symbol bit length, which produces the most memory in the source. The SLE produces an estimate of the symbol length which shows the highest correlation in the input source, and it is a heuristic approach.
Estimation of the symbol length is based on an autocorrelation over fixed sized blocks into which the input bit string is divided. The usefulness of a symbol length to reveal source memory is determined, for a loworder SLE, as the correlation magnitude calculated for adjacent symbols. A higher-order SLE correlates nonadjacent symbols in a structured progressive manner. The algorithm details for a low-order estimator are explained as follows.
a) The input bit string is divided into M blocks of length 2N bits, for detecting symbol lengths of up to N bits. The last block can be padded to 2N bits, since M is generally a large number, thus the adverse effect on the accuracy of the symbol length estimation algorithm is negligible. b) Replace all binary 0 symbols with 1 arg max ( ) . This is the symbol length that has the highest autocorrelation sum most frequently.
By calculating a mean autocorrelation function ( ) m , the algorithm is able to distinguish a smaller constantly occurring autocorrelation peak among larger peaks with an average value of zero (when averaged over all blocks). By using the most frequently occurring peak over M functions, instead of solely using the peak of the final mean autocorrelation function ( )
M
, we avoid a situation in shorter files where a few blocks with very large autocorrelation peaks at the incorrect lag, lead to incorrect estimates. This situation might occur in shorter 24 bits-per-pixel image files with a header that contains strongly correlated data with 8 bits per symbol.
The performance of the preprocessing stages in the exploitation of memory, for different source symbol bit lengths for the Calgary and Canterbury corpora [20] , were determined. This performance dependency on symbol length was used as a benchmark to evaluate the accuracy of the symbol length estimator. The statistics of The best symbol length is the one that allows for the maximal removal of redundancy. The SLE results in Fig.  2 show a good correlation with the removed redundancy in Fig. 3 , showing the effectivity of the symbol length estimation used in the preprocessing. 
ENTROPY ORDERED INDICES TRANSFORM
The MTF transform replaces the normally high binary entropy representations of the symbols in the BWT output, with low value number representations. An optimal preprocessor for the binary Fountain code compressor should minimize the binary entropy of the input. The MTF transform with entropy ordered indices replaces the normally high binary entropy representations with low binary entropy representations.
Entropy ordered recurrence list creation
As a recurrence time coding scheme, the MTF transform replaces a symbol with the number of distinct symbols that have appeared since the previous occurrence of the current symbol. For a source with memory, the BWT output contains segments of a repeated symbol so that the MTF transform produces a low value number output, with the most common index value being 0 .
The EOI transform replaces the recurrence index values in the MTF transform output with entropy ordered index values. A one-dimensional transformation vector must be generated to map the normal MTF transform output values to low entropy values. 
Entropy ordered indices transformation
The entropy ordered indices transform output is 1 2 , , , , 
Analysis
The EOI transform will reduce the entropy of the MTF transform as shown in the following theorems. 
The set of lengths of most significant sub-symbols
The size of the set 
For the binary entropy function (·) H and the above relation, the theorem holds for the assumptions made.
Experimental results
The binary entropy reductions H U and H V were measured for the Calgary and Canterbury corpora [20] with the application of the preprocessing, as shown in Table 1 . The SLE, BWT and MTF transform were used in addition to the entropy ordered indices transform (EOI) for determining H V . The binary entropy values in Table 1 are multiplied with the ratio of the transform filesize to the original filesize. For a sufficiently large input source with an original BWT symbol bit length being greater than 2 log 1 A , the MTF transform filesize is smaller than the original filesize. The EOI transform further reduces the binary entropy of real-world sources by more than 5% when compared to the use of only the MTF transform as post-BWT stage.
The preprocessing appreciably reduces the binary entropy from more than 0.9 to less than 0.4, such that a binary entropy coder can achieve meaningful compression. The effectivity of the EOI transform in reducing binary entropy of the Canterbury corpus is displayed in Fig. 4 . 
DECREMENTAL REDUNDANCY COMPRESSION WITH FOUNTAIN CODES
The Fountain code compressor that we developed in [7] is described in detail in this section, and the benefits of the code are shown. Entropy encoding of the preprocessed source is required for compression to be achieved. A Fountain code in the form of a binary LT-code [23] is used to produce output symbols in addition to a decremental redundancy algorithm to remove redundancy in the output to produce the compressed data. During decompression the compressed data is mapped to a reconstructed bipartite graph which is decoded with belief-propagation (BP).
Belief-propagation decoding
Appreciable compression is possible with the softdecoding of the LT-code when a priori log-likelihood information is included [17] . The BP algorithm is a message-passing algorithm, and the natural log-likelihood domain is used for all message calculations.
The log-likelihood ratio of a random variable n x , describing the bit value associated with a node n , is 
Compressor
The procedure followed for compression of a memoryless source is explained as follows. 
Decompressor
The decompressor receives the compressed data as input which contains the unpunctured output values and input a priori log-likelihood ratio. Lossless decompression is ensured for perfect transmission of the compressed data. The decompression procedure is given as follows.
1) Recreate the bipartite graph by using the same seeding value and creation parameters. 2) Map the available output values to the graph by retracing the puncturing order. 3) Execute a limited amount of BP iterations. 4) Calculate the associated input node values, which will be the preprocessed source input. 5) Determine the validity of the input by calculating and comparing parity or checksum information included in the compressed data header.
Robust Soliton optimisation for compression
The Robust Soliton c and variables were optimised as in Fig. 5 , for all fountain codes used. A varying binary entropy source was generated for this experiment, where 10000 bit blocklengths were compressed, such that it contained 16 blocks in the useful binary entropy range of 14% to 88%. 
Puncturing influence on decoding
The decremental redundancy approach involves the use of puncturing to increase the compression ratio, but the removal of output values in the compressed data affects the bipartite graph and belief-propagation decoding. m cannot contribute to the recovery of the value of any node present in the bipartite graph.
Theorem 2: The probability of an input symbol value being unrecoverable is increased during puncturing so
for any input node.
Proof: Let the resulting amount of edges, after puncturing be denoted by ' E . The input degrees are Poisson distributed for a large E , so that the probability of an unconnected input node is
Coding amendments
Changes to the input-and output degree distributions are presented in this section to reduce the probability
of a zero degree input node i . Several degree distribution modifications were investigated as follows.
Systematic precoding:
The average input degree is increased with a systematic precode that adds high degree output symbols. The systematic precode output consists of the original input and additional output symbols. The precode is simultaneous since the LT-code input involves only the systematic part of the precode output. The number of unique input nodes participating in each of the additional high degree output nodes is maximized to ensure the lowest ( 0) '
Effectively, with the LT-coding done only on the systematic part, the combination of the precode and LTcode produces a modified coding rate and output degree distribution. The effective bipartite graph can be used for simultaneous decoding of the precode and the LT-code.
Input degree equalization:
The LT-code input degree distribution can be changed from a Poisson distribution, for a large amount of edges E , to a constant distribution. The input nodes will have an approximate equal degree of / i d E K , so that output value puncturing for this amendment will produce a minimum ( 0) '
for an unchanged output degree distribution and coding rate.
Precoding and equalization:
The modification of the input degree distribution to a constant distribution used in conjunction with a systematic precode to increase the probability of lossless decoding of the input for the same puncturing rates.
Incremental degree puncturing compressor:
A lowcomplexity puncturing distribution can be used with a modified LT-code to significantly improve the decremental redundancy compression performance. This useful puncturing distribution is used in the LT-code incremental degree puncturing compressor (LT-IDP). An incremental degree puncturing distribution produces much better compression than a random or decremental degree puncturing distribution. With an incremental degree puncturing distribution,
KZ
values of the lowest degree output nodes are removed. The iterative puncturing algorithm searches for an unpunctured value associated with an output node with the lowest degree of all the output nodes with unpunctured values.
Normally output degrees are sampled uniformly at random from a degree pool for LT-coding, so that: 1) For an increasing output size, the output degree distribution will be approximately representative of the robust soliton degree distribution. 2) Transmission burst errors will not as severely reduce the lossless decoding probability.
In order to reduce the linear computational complexity of finding the lowest degree output node with an unpunctured value to a constant complexity, an incremental degree LT-code can be used. LT-code output degrees are sampled incrementally and a random interleaver may be used prior to transmission to increase lossless decoding probability in the case of burst-type noise channels. The addition of a precode and/or the modification of the input degree distribution does not increase the performance of this puncturing distribution.
Performance comparison
The binary compression performance of the various discussed existing and proposed compressors are compared in this subsection. The mean compression ratio and standard deviations for the entire binary entropy range of the varying entropy Bernoulli sources for the investigated amendments are shown in Table 2 . The systematic precode improves the compression performance of the random puncturing algorithm although not as much with the equalized input degrees. The LT-CLID incremental redundancy algorithm performs significantly better than the random puncturing decremental redundancy algorithm although the LT-IDP compressor outperforms the LT-CLID algorithm with a reduced computational complexity. 
Noise robustness
The purpose of this compression approach is to achieve meaningful compression whilst being more robust against error propagation and transmission errors than conventional compressors. The ability of the proposed LT-IDP compressor to recover from data corruption during decompression is compared with that of LT-CLID.
An input source with 10 corruption repetitions, in a 10 times 10000 bit block, over the 0.141 to 0.722 binary entropy range was used. The compressed header was not corrupted, as it has a small size relative to the payload. The noise robustness on a flat fading AWGN (Additive White Gaussian Noise) channel for binary antipodal modulation is shown in Fig. 7 . The BWT with symbol lengths determined by the SLE, the MTF and EOI transforms were used to pre-process the corpora files for the Fountain code compressors. The LT-CLID incremental redundancy and LT-IDP decremental redundancy algorithms were both separately used to compress the preprocessed files. For both of the redundancy-varying algorithms, blocks of 10000 bits were individually compressed. Table 3 . The LT-IDP compressor has a compression ratio for the Calgary and Canterbury corpora which is approximately 0.08 less than the ratio achieved by the LT-CLID compressor. There was only one benchmark file, namely geo in the Calgary corpus, which could not be compressed by either the LT-IDP or LT-CLID compressors. The preprocessor appreciably translated the original complex entropy, approximately represented by the performance of PAQ8L to the binary entropy of the preprocessor output. The Bzip2, Gzip and PAQ8L compressors performed significantly better than the Fountain code compressors as shown in Fig. 9 .
CONCLUSION
A new method of improving the memory exploitation with the BWT, by determining a suitable symbol length with an SLE, was introduced. A new preprocessing strategy for translating complex source entropy to binary entropy was used to allow for universal compression with a non-universal binary entropy coder. This strategy included a new after-MTF stage transform, the EOI transform, which further reduced the binary entropy by more than 5%. A novel low-complexity implementation for the EOI transform is given, with a complexity which is 48 times less than that of a brute-force approach.
Compression with LT-codes with a decremental redundancy-varying algorithm, as proposed by us in [7] , was revisited, and the binary compression performance of a basic random puncturing scheme was shown to be improved by 97.82%, with a low-complexity incremental degree puncturing distribution combined with a modified LT-code. This decremental redundancy algorithm (LT-IDP) has an increased compression performance of 20.88% over that of the existing LT-CLID method.
Amendments to the application of the LT-code were discussed to improve the compression performance of a random puncturing.
The critical property of resistance to catastrophic error propagation during decompression with error-correction codes was considered. It was numerically shown that the LT-IDP algorithm provides greater noise robustness than the LT-CLID method for the BI-AWGN and BSC channels over the useful binary entropy range.
The combination of the preprocessing and the binary Fountain code entropy coder as a universal compressor removed 62.79% of the maximum redundancy according to the best possible compression estimate (PAQ8L), for the Calgary and Canterbury corpora.
